I. Introduction
Many disparate technological approaches are being pursued to convert solar energy into electricity and fuels. For example, photovoltaic (PV) cells, photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells, and solar-thermal systems can directly produce electricity from sunlight. Similarly, fuels can be produced from sunlight either directly by PEC cells or by solar-driven electricity connected to electrolyzers, either as discrete, stand-alone units or as an integrated system. 1, 2 Fuels can also be generated by thermochemical systems [3] [4] [5] or by engineering chemical reactions in biological systems. 6 It is imperative to adopt a consistent approach to report the energy-conversion efficiencies for these various technologies. In all cases, the input power (sunlight, electricity) and output power (electricity, fuels) can be measured by a variety of analytical methods, and the absolute efficiency of any technology can be reported or compared directly to any other.
For solar-fuels generating systems, the solar-to-fuels (STF) efficiency can be directly determined by analysis of the chemical products formed under solar illumination in the absence of an applied bias. 7, 8 The STF efficiency is an important metric for comparing solar-fuels systems to other technologies. However, this metric is reductive by definition, as it does not delineate the sources of loss or sub-optimal performance in a system. A STF metric provides little guidance regarding the potential for improvement because nearly all of the details of performance of the electrodes and of the system design are entangled in this single result. In addition, the STF efficiency is not applicable to systems that require electrical power as a partial input or that produce electrical power as a partial output. Conversely, the electrode components of a solar-fuels generating system can be isolated and characterized via electronic and electrochemical methods, and such results can be used to elucidate the catalytic and photovoltaic properties of a component as well as sources of energy-conversion inefficiencies for that component. The translation of these component measurements to STF device performance, however, must be done with care. Furthermore, many electrode component metrics that have traditionally been denoted and reported as efficiencies for single electrodes are not true efficiencies, because they are not a measurement of the ratio of the total power output to the total power input. Thus, there is a need to improve the evaluation of single prototypical electrodes and to relate their individual performance to their potential in solar-fuels systems.
Herein we first define the system efficiency generally and then more specifically for various technologies that convert sunlight into a combination of electricity and/or chemical fuels. Next we describe related figures of merit and discuss their value for the evaluation of single photoelectrodes within photoelectrochemical STF devices, as well as important considerations towards using such metrics appropriately. To link the properties of photoelectrodes to the performance of full systems, we present a method of graphical circuit analysis that permits evaluation of the optimal operating point of a hypothetical system comprising electrodes with well-characterized PEC properties. We also discuss how graphical circuit analyses can guide the engineering of an optimally efficient system architecture based on the characteristics of the chosen components. The methods for calculating the optimal system efficiency discussed herein are intended to provide a complementary and general systemanalysis method relative to evaluating theoretical system efficiencies based on materials properties such as band gaps 9, 10 or relative to measurements of efficiencies in fully realized STF systems. 7 
II. System efficiencies

A. General treatment
Consider a system that generates output products in the form of chemical fuels and/or electrical power. The total system output power, P o , is the sum of the output power contained in the chemical fuel, P f,o , and any output power in the form of electricity, P e,o . When the incipient output currents, I, due to fuel and electricity production are equal (i.e. the circuit elements are electrically connected in series), this relationship can be expressed as:
where E f,o is the potential difference corresponding to the Gibbs free-energy difference between the two half-reactions of the fuels being produced and V e,o is the output voltage of the electrical power portion of the total system output.
The system inputs may, in general, consist of electrical power, P e,i , and/or power from solar illumination, P s . The total input power, P i , is therefore:
By definition, the efficiency for any process that converts energy from one form to another is the ratio of output power to the input power. The general expression for the system efficiency (Z) is then simply given by:
The efficiencies of specific technological approaches will be elaborated by examples that are provided in the following sections. For brevity, we do not explicitly treat herein systems in which the input or output power is comprised in part from heat transfer to or from the solar energy conversion system.
B. Solar-to-electricity systems
For systems that solely produce electricity, such as photovoltaic or regenerative photoelectrochemical cells, 11 the maximumpower operating current I mp and voltage V mp are the current and voltage that generate the maximum output power, P max = I mp V mp . The efficiency of the photovoltaic or regenerative PEC cell is simply the ratio of the electrical power output to the input power provided by solar illumination. This ratio can be calculated from the general efficiency expression (eqn (3)) by setting to zero the terms related to chemical fuel output and electrical power input (P f,o = 0 and P e,i = 0). Thus, the efficiency of a photovoltaic or regenerative PEC system at maximum power, Z PV , is given by:
Throughout this manuscript, 'Ã' is used to imply multiplication, and conversely a variable followed immediately by another variable in parentheses indicates that the former variable is a function of the latter (see for e.g. eqn (10)). C. Solar-to-fuels systems For comparing the performance of a solar-fuels generator to a solar-electricity generating system, we adopt herein the Gibbs free energy of the fuel as the standardized measure of the energy content of the fuel, 7, 8 where the fuel-forming reactions can be for e.g., hydrogen evolution from water or halide splitting, or the reduction of CO 2 to hydrocarbons. For a system that produces only fuel as the output and that uses only solar power as the input, the efficiency can be calculated from eqn (3) by setting to zero the terms related to the electrical power input and output (P e,i = 0 and P e,o = 0), such that:
where J op is the operating current density, A is the geometric area of the device, and e elec is the Faradaic efficiency of the fuel production. The solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency of a photo-driven water-splitting system is obtained using the difference in formal potentials of the hydrogen-evolution and oxygen-evolution half-reactions (E f,o = 1.23 V) to describe the Gibbs free-energy content of the H 2 (g) and O 2 (g) formed under standard temperature and pressure conditions. For a photodriven water-splitting system that produces only H 2 (g) and O 2 (g) as the outputs, the system efficiency is commonly designated as the solar-to-hydrogen efficiency, Z STH : 7,12,13
D. Electricity-to-fuels systems
Electrolysis involves the input of electrical power to produce output power as chemical fuel, such as in the form of separated, pure streams of H 2 (g) and O 2 (g). Electrolyzers operate with no output electrical power (P e,o = 0) and no power generated by illumination (P s = 0). Assuming that all of the current is derived from Faradaic processes (e elec = 1), the efficiency of electrolysis is:
where V e,i is the input voltage required to drive the electrolysis at the operating current density of interest. State-of-the-art electrolyzers require 1.7-1.9 V to effect H 2 production at a current density of 1 A cm À2 of projected electrode area, and hence have system efficiencies under such conditions of Z electrolyzer = 65-75%. 14 
E. Mixed fuel/electricity/solar input and output systems
Efficiencies can also be evaluated from eqn (3) for systems that require electrical and optical energy inputs and/or produce both electrical and chemical energy as outputs. As an example of such a system, an n-Fe 2 O 3 |1.0 M KOH(aq)|Pt cell can be used as the photoanode in photo-driven water-splitting reactions, and could thus generate a portion of the photovoltage required for electrolysis. However, this system requires an external bias to split water, and therefore Z STH is undefined by definition as eqn (5) makes no allowance for electrical input power. Nevertheless, the system still provides a net conversion of sunlight in the form of a reduced bias needed to drive the electrolysis reaction relative to the situation with two dark electrodes in the system. Throughout the manuscript, 'dark electrode' refers to an electrode which operates under negligible incident illumination or is not photoactive. Regardless of the details, the system efficiency can be determined from eqn (3) . Because no excess electricity is drawn as output from this cell (P e,o = 0), the expression for the resulting photo-assisted electrolysis system efficiency (Z PAE ) is:
As another example, an n-SrTiO 3 photoelectrode operated in aqueous alkaline environment in conjunction with a Pt counter electrode (i.e., an n-SrTiO 3 |1.0 M KOH(aq)|Pt cell) can perform the full water-splitting reaction without external bias. 15 The photovoltage produced by this system is in excess of that needed for water electrolysis. The Z STH value therefore only accounts for the chemical portion of the realizable output power of the system. The excess photovoltage produced by the system could be harnessed as additional power, either as electrical power or as additional chemical output power through the use of engineering methods such as pressurization of the H 2 (g) stream (see below). The system efficiency is regardless given by eqn (3) with P e,i = 0:
III. System figures of merit
Although the system efficiency is the key engineering-based figure of merit for fully operational electrochemical solar energy-conversion systems, understanding the electrochemical characteristics of the components of a system is crucial for understanding the results of a system efficiency measurement. Different metrics can be employed to characterize the performance of the photoactive components in systems by varying the components or other inputs of the system. In these cases, a 'system' refers to all of the components of a system that necessarily act in concert to produce harvestable power. This definition of a system can include, but does not necessarily include losses related to electricity generation, transmission, or control as would be considered for large-scale technical analyses for crosstechnology comparisons. These measurements are often carried out on systems employing two electrodes in an electrochemical cell. One quantity that has been used to describe the performance of photoelectrodes is the applied-bias photon-to-current metric (often called an efficiency, and thus often abbreviated ABPE or ABCE, abbreviated here as ABPC). 16, 17 As given in eqn (9) , this quantity is the difference of the power output in chemical fuel and any added electrical input power, divided by the solar power input: 15, 18 
Here I mp is the current at the maximum power point, E f,o is the potential difference corresponding to the Gibbs free energy of (5 0 ) the fuel being produced, and V ext,mp is the applied voltage at the maximum power point between the working photoelectrode and a standard dark counter electrode. F ABPC is the IUPAC-suggested definition of the solarconversion efficiency of a cell that has a dark electrode and a semiconductor-based photoelectrode. 18 In general, however, F ABPC is not a measurement of a system efficiency because F ABPC is not a ratio of the total power output divided by the total power input to the system. Rather, F ABPC measures the net chemical output power (rate of production of free energy of products less the input electrical power) of a system in units of incident solar power. The F ABPC figure of merit represents the fraction of the energy stored in the chemical products that can be assigned to the photovoltage provided by the input solar illumination. The value of F ABPC can be negative, meaning that the electrical energy input even under illumination is in excess of the free energy stored in the products. For systems that perform fuel-forming reactions without an applied bias (V ext ), the expression for F ABPC reduces to the analytical form of Z STH (eqn (5)) if no electrical power is output by the system.
Another metric commonly used to evaluate the effects of input solar illumination is the system-level power-saved metric. This metric is quantified by determining the external voltage needed to achieve a current, I, for a system with a working photoelectrode and a given counter electrode, compared to the voltage needed to achieve that same current in a related system but comprising instead a dark working electrode and the same counter electrode: P saved (I) = I Ã (V dark,ext (I) À V light,ext (I)) = I Ã V saved (I) (10) where V dark,ext (I) and V light,ext (I) are the measured external bias values needed to drive the reaction at current I in the dark and light, respectively, and V saved (I) is the difference between V dark,ext (I) and V light,ext (I). The ratio of the saved power to the input solar power is a commonly reported metric based on the power-saved measurement, 19 and thus the ratiometric power saved is given as:
The power-saved metric is further discussed in three-electrode measurements (see Section IV.A), because for a given current, the measured quantity is identical for two-and three-electrode configurations.
IV. Three-electrode measurements
Three-electrode electrochemical current density vs. potential ( J-E) measurements provide a direct evaluation of the properties of an electrode under the relevant solution and illumination conditions and can be replicated readily by other researchers. This provides a distinct advantage over the less easily replicated two-electrode system measurements discussed above. This fundamental evaluation of electrode performance provides a basis to compare the relative metrics for different electrodes. Furthermore, three-electrode measurements allow identification of the optimal performance achievable in a system that would use the given components, without having to explicitly consider or develop the design, engineering, or operational details of the full system. In three-electrode voltammetric measurements, a potentiostat is used to control the potential difference between a working electrode and a reference electrode, while the current is measured between the working electrode and a counter electrode, with negligible current passed between the working and reference electrodes. The J-E behavior of the working electrode can therefore be determined independently of potential drops associated with electrochemical processes at the counter electrode. Kinetic overpotential and mass transport losses may be considered inherent to an electrode under the relevant conditions, but measurements of the J-E behavior should always be appropriately corrected for any uncompensated solution resistance, as this quantity is not a fundamental characteristic of an electrode/electrolyte interface.
For photoelectrode components, the J-E behavior can yield the open-circuit potential, E oc , the current at the Nernstian potential (E(A/A À )) for the half-reaction of interest, I(E(A/A À )) (or J(E(A/A À )), the current density), and the photogenerated current, I ph , 20 determined by finding the difference between the current under illumination and the dark current, prior to the observation of breakdown phenomena and under conditions that are not mass-transport limited. When I ph is potentialdependent (e.g. due to photogenerated carrier collection being dependent on drift in the depletion region) I ph should be measured separately at each potential of interest.
A. Power-saved metric
In a three-electrode system, the power saved 16, 21, 22 at any current, I, is given by the product of the current I and the difference between the potential required to drive a half-reaction at a selected working electrode at this current in the dark, E dark (I) and the potential required to drive the same half-reaction at a photoelectrode in the light, E light (I):
P saved (I) = I Ã (E dark (I) À E light (I)) = I Ã V saved (I) (12) The ratiometric power saved is still given by P saved divided by the input solar power, P s :
Because the power-saved measurements are, by definition, differences in performance between the photoelectrode and a selected dark electrode, all of the cell and system-based losses in a two-electrode system and in a three-electrode cell should cancel out in the calculated power-saved difference measurements. Hence, a power-saved measurement extracted from two three-electrode measurements (eqn (12) ) is identical to a powersaved measurement obtained from two two-electrode measurements (eqn (10)), at a given value of I. Fig. 1 illustrates the different methods by which threeelectrode power-saved measurements can be used to characterize the photoelectrode performance.
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1. Power-saved measurements relative to an ideally nonpolarizable dark electrode. If the photoelectrode is compared to an ideally nonpolarizable dark electrode for that same halfreaction ( Fig. 1A ), the potential difference at a given current is then:
where E(A/A À ) is the Nernstian potential of the half-reaction being performed at the working electrode, V PV (I) is the ideal I-V characteristic of the photoelectrode, V cat (I) is the potential loss due to the catalytic overpotential, V mt (I) is the potential loss due to mass transport, and V sol (I) is the potential loss due to ohmic solution resistance. E light (I) and E dark (I) are the voltammetric I-E measurements of the working photoelectrode of interest and the dark electrode of comparison, respectively. The sign of V PV is generally positive for photoanodes and negative for photocathode, which in concert with the appropriate sign for the current gives positive power saved values for both anodes and cathodes. The voltage loss terms in eqn (14) should have the same sign as the relevant V PV so that larger loss terms lead to smaller V saved terms, as expected. Eqn (14) contains no potential drops for the dark electrode because an ideally non-polarizable electrode remains at a fixed electrochemical potential regardless of the current flowing through the interface. During each measurement, the potential of the working electrode is controlled by an external control source, such as a potentiostat. Multiplying by the current and dividing by the input solar power yields:
In the example from Fig. 1A , the ratiometric power-saved at the maximum power point is f saved,ideal = 0.008 A Â (1.23 V À 0.71 V)/ P s = 4.2% for P s = 0.1 W cm À2 . The value of f saved,ideal has often been designated as an efficiency, sometimes being called the thermodynamic energy-conversion efficiency and other times, if corrected for concentration overpotentials and uncompensated resistance losses, being called the intrinsic photoelectrode efficiency. However, neither quantity as calculated is an actual system efficiency, because the calculated quantities do not represent a ratio between the total output and input powers for a full system. The value of f saved,ideal can, however, be used to obtain a specific type of system efficiency, provided that the working photoelectrode is used in conjunction with an ideally nonpolarizable counter electrode in an ideal electrochemical cell, as described in Section VI.A below. Table 1 ). In this example, the dark electrode exhibits an overpotential of 100 mV at I = 8 mA, increasing the measured ratiometric power-saved value to f saved,SOA = 5.0%. (C) The power saved by the photoanode compared to an identically engineered (semiconductor substrate, structure and mass loading of electrocatalyst, surface, etc.), nonphotoactive, degenerately doped electrode (solid blue line). For the example that the catalyst and mass-transport overpotentials are 200 mV for this electrode configuration, the ratiometric power-saved value is f saved,NPA,C = 5.8%. The intrinsic photovoltaic properties of the semiconductor V PV (I) = E dark,NPA,C (I) À E light (I) (dashed black line). The catalyst/mass-transport effects can be observed using a photoelectrode prepared from the photoactive substrate without added electrocatalyst (E light,PA (I)) (dashed blue line, PA = photoactive). (D) The power saved for the photoanode compared to a dark electrode with a non-optimal catalytic overpotential for water oxidation. An arbitrarily poor dark electrode can be chosen for comparison, which increases the ratiometric power-saved metric (f saved,poor = 6.6% for the example dark electrode with overpotential of 300 mV at 8 mA) without any actual improvement in the photoelectrode characteristics.
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2. Power-saved measurements relative to a state-of-the-art dark electrode. The photoelectrode power-saved metric can also be calculated with respect to a state-of-the-art dark electrode for the half-reaction of interest ( Fig. 1B , f saved,SOA ). The potential difference at a given current is then: (16) where V cat,dark (I) and V mt,dark (I) are the potential losses due to catalysis and mass transport, respectively, at the state-of-the-art dark electrode, V cat,light (I) and V mt,light (I) are the potential losses due to catalysis and mass transport, respectively, at the photoelectrode, and E dark,SOA (I) is the voltammetric I-E measurement of the state-of-the-art dark electrode of comparison.
As seen in eqn (16), comparison of a photoelectrode to a stateof-the-art dark electrode takes into account any differences in the catalytic activities of the electrodes, any differences in mass transport to the electrode surfaces, and accounts for the photovoltage generated by the photoelectrode. In the example from Fig. 1B , the measured ratiometric power saved at the maximum power point is f saved,SOA = 0.008 A Â (1.23 V + 0.10 V À 0.71 V)/ P s = 5.0%.
3. Power-saved measurements relative to a dark degenerately doped catalytic anode to isolate the photovoltage-current performance of a photoelectrode. The photoeffects produced by an illuminated photoelectrode can be isolated from catalytic losses or from cell-resistance or concentration-overpotential losses by use of a nonphotoactive version of the illuminated electrode of interest (e.g. a p + -Si dark anode compared to an n-Si illuminated photoanode) as the dark electrode for a threeelectrode power-saved measurement. In this case (Fig. 1C ), in an otherwise identical three-electrode electrochemical cell, the power saved (f saved,NPA,C ) (NPA,C = non-photoactive, identical catalyst) calculated by subtraction of E light , the potential applied to the photoelectrode, from the value of E dark exhibited by a nonphotoactive dark electrode, both at a given current I, is given by:
where the photopotentials in eqn (17) have been broken down into the various components that represent the photovoltaic component, V PV , the overpotential due to electrocatalytic losses, V cat , the overpotential due to mass-transport losses/concentration overpotentials, V mt , and the voltage losses due to uncompensated solution resistance, V sol . The value of V saved produced by such a calculation isolates the photovoltage V PV (I) generated by the photoelectrode in the limit where the catalytic/mass-transport behavior of the photoactive working electrode and of the dark working electrode are the same and therefore cancel in the subtraction of E dark from E light . In the example from Fig. 1C , the measured ratiometric power saved at the maximum power point is f saved,NPA,C = 0.008 A Â (1.23 V + 0.2 V À 0.71 V)/ P s = f saved,NPA,C = 5.8%.
The photovoltaic characteristics, V PV (I), of a photoelectrode can be described by the diode equation:
where n is the ideality factor of the photodiode, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, q is the unsigned elementary charge on an electron, I ph is the light-induced current of the photodiode, and I 0 is the reverse-saturation current of the photodiode. Extraction of the V PV (I) behavior allows analysis that the observed J-E performance of the photoelectrode could equivalently instead be obtained through the use of an external PV cell connected electrically in series with an electrocatalytic dark electrode, with the PV cell required to exhibit specific values of its V oc , short-circuit current, fill factor, and thus an energy-conversion efficiency (as defined by eqn (4)). 4. Power-saved measurements relative to other types of working electrodes. In general, other choices of working electrodes for use in power-saved measurements will yield a convolution of effects due to the arbitrarily differing photovoltaic, catalytic, and mass transport properties of the selected photoelectrode and dark electrode. For instance, if a photoanode that makes a rectifying semiconductor-liquid junction with the solution is used as the dark electrode for the power-saved measurement, 19 the resulting value will also include any overpotentials associated with rectifying behavior of the semiconductor/liquid junction at reverse bias, and possibly ohmic resistance losses between the back contact and the reversebiased semiconductor electrode. The ''ideal'' degenerately doped dark anode would show none of these losses and thus would ultimately produce an ideally nonpolarizable working electrode. Other degrees of rectification would produce a convolution of the polarization behavior of the dark anode with the photoanode characteristics, making it difficult to extract either pure values for V PV (I), V cat (I), V mt (I), or V sol (I) from the difference between the J-E behavior of the photoelectrode and the J-E behavior of the dark anode. Again, ideally behaving, nondegenerately doped semiconductor electrodes will exhibit negligible dark current well into reverse bias. 20, 23 In such systems, eqn (18) applies over a wide range of voltages, and hence J = J 0 even for very large reverse biases. Hence, for such systems, the use of the dark J-E characteristic as a reference for power-saved measurements, relative to the J-E characteristics for that same photoelectrode under illumination, will produce misleadingly large power-saved values. For example, an n-Si-based photoanode exhibits negligible dark current even at very large reverse-bias potentials. 24, 25 The comparison between the dark anodic current and illuminated anodic photocurrent on the same electrode would in this case result in 'photovoltages' derived from the power-saved calculation that were misleadingly large, and would yield values in excess of the band-gap energy of Si. Similarly, the use of a dark anode with a very high overpotential for the reaction would inherently include a very large value for V cat,dark , which would not provide a consistent basis for calculation of solely either V PV (I), V cat (I), V mt (I), or V sol (I) from a power-saved measurement. To determine how a particular component will affect the overall efficiency of a system, the most rigorous approach is to physically construct a full system that includes the component in question. However, this method introduces unreasonable barriers to component-level research because only those research groups capable of building and accurately testing full solar energy conversion systems would then be able to participate in componentlevel development. Additionally, a lack of standardization in device and system designs can lead to different conclusions between different laboratories regarding the contribution of the same component to the performance of the same device. An alternative approach is to hypothetically integrate the components into a theoretical, optimized system in which the resistive losses associated with the solution, membrane, and series resistances are negligible. This process allows estimation of an optimal system efficiency for a given photoelectrode, and the resulting optimal system efficiency value can be compared directly to efficiencies of other full systems. While this optimal system efficiency will always be greater than the measured efficiency for an actual, constructed device, calculation of the optimal system efficiency is nevertheless a valuable evaluation of how individual components will contribute to the system efficiency in an optimized device configuration. Below, we describe a method to determine the optimal system efficiency from half-cell measurements for three different systems: (1) an ideal regenerative photoelectrochemical cell, (2) a photoassisted electrolysis device and (2) a dual-photoelectrode photosynthetic cell.
B. Graphical circuit analysis for identifying system efficiencies from three-electrode measurements Fig. 2 shows an equivalent-circuit diagram for a two-electrode system. The photoelectrochemical characteristics of a photoanode/anode or of a photocathode/cathode are determined by their representative individual IR-corrected J-E measurements. To perform the graphical circuit analysis, the cathodic J-E characteristic (referenced to the Nernstian potential of the reaction at the cathode) is reflected across the x-axis and translated by V app , thus crossing the anodic J-E characteristic (referenced to the Nernstian potential of the reaction at the anode). The operating current I op can be identified by the intersection point at which the current has the same absolute value through the anode and through the cathode. This constraint can be understood as a requirement of Kirchoff's current law that the current through each electrode must be the same. The value of the efficiency at zero applied bias, and the applied bias that results in the maximum efficiency, can then both be readily computed. This method is analogous to typical load-line analyses of photovoltaic cells and resistive loads. The J-E behavior of an electrode is dependent on the composition of the solution including the concentration of both electrolyte and gaseous species, the incident illumination on the electrode, and the temperature of the cell, among other factors. Whenever possible, the three-electrode measurements used in the graphical circuit analysis to produce predicted optimal system efficiencies should therefore be obtained under the same conditions that the electrode will experience during steady-state operation in the relevant two-electrode device. If both of the three-electrode measurements are not obtained under the same solution conditions (e.g. different counter ions, different pH, etc.) except for any separated products that may appear at one electrode but not the other (e.g. O 2 gas at an anode and H 2 gas at a cathode), correction for any junction potential that would form or equilibration of electrolyte that would take place in the two-electrode device is necessary.
1. Ideal regenerative cell efficiency. Fig. 3 shows the graphical circuit analysis for an ideally nonpolarizable counter electrode performing the same chemical half-reaction (but in the opposite direction chemically) as is being performed by the working electrode. This system constitutes a regenerative photoelectrochemical cell, in which input solar power produces only electrical power as the output, with no net chemical change in the components of the cell itself.
Ideal regenerative cells are fully analogous to solid-state photovoltaic cells, and therefore the efficiency of these systems is described by the same equation as was used to describe the efficiency of a PV device:
where Z IRC is the ideal regenerative cell efficiency. The values of V oc and I(E(A/A À )) in eqn (19) are both referenced to the equilibrium potential of the half-reaction being performed at the photoelectrode. The fill factor (ff) is the ratio of the power out at the maximum power point (V mp Â I mp ) to the product V oc Â I(E(A/A À )). The fill factor is a common metric used to quantify the fraction of the theoretical maximum power that is achieved from a photovoltaic, and is determined from an I-E measurement corrected for the solution potential drop (V sol ) and also possibly for any correctable (see below) masstransport-derived voltage losses (V mt ). The value of Z IRC is a true system efficiency that, by construction, is numerically equal to f saved,ideal (eqn (19)) calculated from three-electrode measurements as described in Section IV.4. The Z IRC efficiency shares similarities with the two-electrode F ABPC metric. As noted earlier, the voltage used to obtain a value for Z IRC is exactly the load voltage. Because Z IRC is designed to describe the behavior of a regenerative cell, the load is adjustable. However, the load is not adjustable for the fuel-forming systems that F ABPC is used to describe. For fuel-forming reactions, in general, the free energy of formation of the chemical fuel is the load in an electrochemical solar-driven water-splitting cell. Thus, for water splitting, a value of 1.23 V is used for the load. This value appears in eqn (9) , and the F ABPC metric and Z IRC would thus have mutually identical numerical values for a fuel-forming system in which V ext = 0 and for which the counter electrode was ideally nonpolarizable.
2. Optimal system efficiencies. An optimal system efficiency, Z opt , can be defined for a system that consists of the specified working photoelectrode and an optimized, state-of-the-art counter electrode that has explicitly stated component-level performance characteristics, while assuming that all other voltage losses are negligible. The merit of this approach is that it produces a standardized, self-consistent set of calculated solar-conversion efficiencies for a theoretical, optimized full system based on the measured properties of photoelectrodes in half-cells.
Here, we propose the use of Pt and RuO 2 as state-of-the-art cathodic and anodic counter electrodes, respectively, for the purpose of calculating optimized system efficiencies based on measurements of half-cell J-E characteristics. The performance characteristics of these suggested counter-electrode materials are shown in Table 1 . The parameters j 0 and b are the exchangecurrent density and Tafel slope, respectively, that fit the overpotential-current-density relationship of the exemplary planar dark electrocatalysts. 1 The data in Table 1 were taken from previously reported electrochemical data on prepared Pt and RuO 2 electrodes. The electrodes should be prepared using the same methods (see references in Table 1 ) to avoid any convolution of electrochemical activity with differences in catalyst structuring. Additionally, any future improvements on the preparation of these or other electrodes for HER and OER should supersede the data in this table. Other reference systems can be used instead, but their equivalent electrochemical parameters should be clearly specified when calculating such optimal solar-conversion efficiencies.
The solar-conversion efficiency of the optimized half-cell is then readily calculated (eqn (5)), by assuming that the series resistances are zero and using the measured photoelectrode characteristics in conjunction with the assumed counter-electrode behavior, in conjunction with the definition of a system efficiency presented in eqn (3).
3. Photoelectrosynthetic cell efficiencies. In general, semiconductors that absorb a significant portion of the solar spectrum do not provide sufficient photovoltage, or do not have the correct valence/conduction band-edge alignment, to simultaneously perform the hydrogen-evolution and wateroxidation reactions when in contact with an aqueous electrolyte. For instance, to split water, semiconductors such as Si, WO 3 , and Fe 2 O 3 require an external bias to be applied to the counter electrode. Fig. 4A shows a typical I-E voltammogram for a photoanode in alkaline electrolyte, along with a Pt cathode that a Note that the kinetic parameters used here to describe the performance of Pt in acid are summarized from studies conducted with planar Pt electrodes, which are appropriate as engineering parameters that approximate the measured Tafel behavior for a planar electrode. It has been suggested that planar Pt electrodes are sufficiently active in acidic conditions such that their kinetic parameters are analogous to the calculated Nernstian diffusion overpotential assuming infinitely fast reaction kinetics, and therefore may not be related to the true kinetics of the underlying reaction. 29, 33 Note that for this table, the expected overpotential can be calculated using the equation
. Fig. 3 The calculation of the intrinsic regenerative cell efficiency, Z IRC , of an example photoanode in a configuration where water is being oxidized at the photoanode (black), and oxygen is being reduced at an ideally nonpolarizable counter electrode (red). The system efficiency Z IRC can be calculated from the output power at the maximum power point, indicated by the black dot on the voltammogram of the photoanode. acts as the counter electrode and is the state-of-the-art hydrogenevolving cathode in this hypothetical system. The graphical circuit analysis can be used to determine the efficiency of a system that used this photoelectrode. Fig. 4B shows the shifted cathodic voltammogram required to determine the operating current as a function of the applied bias: I op (V app ). The system has negligible operating current until sufficient bias is supplied. In this example, the I op (V app ) relationship can be used to find the efficiency of this system for a given bias V app from eqn (3):
where DG is the Gibbs free energy available in the products of water splitting, e elec is the Faradaic efficiency of the heterogeneous reaction and P s is the power supplied by the illumination. The properties of the counter electrode used in this analysis can be measured directly in another three-electrode measurement. Typically, Z opt at zero applied bias can be calculated as Z opt (V app = 0). However, the current is negligible for this example when V app = 0, and thus there is no reason to calculate the value of Z opt at zero bias in this system. 4. Dual photoelectrode system efficiencies. The value of Z opt for a Z-scheme system 34, 35 comprising a photoanode and photocathode independently performing water-oxidation and hydrogen-evolution reactions, respectively, is possible with the graphical circuit analysis as well, though some additional considerations must be made for the conditions under which the ''representative'' J-E measurements are performed. One example of a Z-scheme is a system in which the photoanode and photocathode are arranged in a side-by-side configuration under illumination. 36 As each photoelectrode has an independent surface area, the P s must be appropriately adjusted to calculate the proper efficiency. Another device architecture consists of two semiconductors in series with respect to the incident illumination, rather than in parallel such as in the side-by-side cell arrangement. Voltammograms should be measured for the second material that account for the reduced illumination intensity due to absorption in the first material. For planar materials, this attenuation can be accounted for by using an optical high-pass filter to emulate the first absorber (with a cut-off energy corresponding to the band-gap energy of the top absorber) in the measured voltammogram of the second absorber. For structured electrodes, this characteristic becomes difficult to account for, but this issue should be addressed in any report of Z opt . Fig. 5A shows the relevant I-E measurements for the example photocathode and photoanode materials under the same operating conditions. The intersection of the transformed photocathode voltammogram and the photoanode voltammogram in Fig. 5B indicates the I op for which Z opt can be calculated.
The power output at the current density I op (0) is given by:
where DG is the difference of the thermodynamic half-cell potentials of the electrochemical reactions at the cathode and anode. The overall full photosynthetic system efficiency is then given by:
For a solar-driven water-splitting system, the overall system efficiency is then given by:
Eqn (23) is analogous to eqn (5) if the sole output is chemical fuel with assumed 100% Faradaic efficiency for hydrogen and oxygen production. The dual-electrode scheme can be used to effect other reactions as well, including HBr and HI splitting. 37, 38 
VI. System design considerations
A. Relating changes in component performance to changes in projected system efficiency
The graphical circuit analysis is required because neither F ABPC nor power-saved measurements are robust predictors of system efficiencies. Consider, for example, the five hypothetical photoanodes Fig. 4 Graphical circuit-analysis for a photoanode performing photo-assisted water electrolysis. (A) The characteristic three-electrode I-E voltammograms for a photoanode (black, positive current densities) and dark cathode (red, negative current densities). (B) A graphical circuit analysis example to determine the value for the bias-assisted (V app ) operating current at the maximum power point (black dot) of a photoelectrochemical system constructed from the photoelectrodes in (A). This relationship is found by inverting the I-E voltammogram for the dark cathode, and shifting the resulting voltammogram by an applied potential (dashed red curve) to find the operating current I op (V app ) at that applied potential. shown in Fig. 6 as photoelectrodes for oxygen evolution in 1 M H 2 SO 4 (aq). Table 2 presents the ratiometric power-saved figure of merit as well as the value of F ABPC , and the optimal system solarconversion efficiency, Z opt , based on the half-cell performance of each electrode. Clearly, the model I-E characteristics show disparities in the efficiency and performance figures of merit for the various model photoanodes. However, no individual component efficiency or figure of merit is an adequate descriptor of the overall performance of the optimized full system. As shown in Fig. 6 , photoanode 5 has the highest F ABPC and ratiometric powersaved (with respect to a state-of-the-art dark electrode) metric values of all of the photoanodes considered. A theoretical watersplitting system consisting of photoanode 3 operating at the maximum power point of the photoelectrode, in series with an optimal Pt counter electrode and an external bias, has a maximum system efficiency of 16.9%. However, a similar system using photoanode 2 also operates with a system conversion efficiency of 16.9%. Hence, the power-saved figures-of-merit for these two photoanodes do not indicate that the device incorporating photoanode 2 can operate with the same maximum solarconversion efficiency as a system that instead uses photoanode 3.
A similar issue arises for the relationship between the actual system efficiencies of dual photoelectrode systems and trends in F ABPC , ratiometric power-saved measurements, or even Z IRC values. For example, when used in conjunction with the example photocathode to produce a whole system, the system comprised of photoanode 5 operates with Z STH,opt equal to that of the system comprised of photoanode 2. Moreover, using the example photocathode, neither photoanode 1 nor photoanode 3 are capable of providing the photovoltage necessary to operate in a dual-electrode full photosynthetic system with only solar power as the only source of input power. The graphical circuit analysis illustrates that although photoanode 5 yields a higher value of I mp than photoanode 4, the photoanode current is not the limiting factor in this example, because due to its higher photovoltage, photoanode 4 yields a higher Z STH than photoanode 5 when paired with the specific photocathode used in the example of Fig. 6 . This issue demonstrates the importance of current matching when combining photoanodes and photocathodes in systems designed for photoelectrolysis. Table 2 are calculated based on this plot. The black points represent the maximum power point of each individual photoanode. Table 2 Half-cell performance metrics of the five photoanodes shown in Fig. 5 , as well as full-cell optimal system efficiencies when each photoanode is paired either with a state-of-the-art dark counter electrode or with the example photocathode whose I-E characteristic is shown in Fig. 6 Electrode B. Limitations of using STH efficiencies relative to using system efficiencies As demonstrated in Table 2 , there are clear limitations to using Z STH as the sole metric for the efficiency of a photovoltaic electrosynthetic or photoelectrochemical device. A motivating example is the case of two high-fill factor solar cells (e.g. GaAs) electrically connected in series driving electrolysis on a dark anode and a dark cathode (Fig. 7A ). In this case, the component characteristics (i.e., the J-V characteristics of each photovoltaic) do not change, but the values of the computed figures of merit may change significantly when the system is organized in different ways. For example, consider two identical photovoltaic cells that each provide 1.0 V of open-circuit voltage, 28 mA cm À2 of short-circuit current density, a fill factor of 0.86, have optically active areas of 1 cm 2 , and thus each have efficiencies of 24%. The series connection of the two photovoltaics (laid out to cover twice the area of the incident optical plane and thus receive twice the illumination as an individual cell) still has an efficiency of 24%, but produces twice the voltage and the same, matched current through the whole circuit. If an electrolysis unit that is 75% efficient at the 28 mA cm À2 current density is then connected with these two series-connected PV cells, the whole system has an efficiency of 18% (0.75 Â 0.24), as given by eqn (3). However, if the identical PV devices were wired individually to electrolysis units and Z STH was calculated by treating the whole set of components as a full system, various values would be obtained for different configurations of the identical components. Specifically, if only one PV unit was wired to an electrolysis unit and the other was unused, Z STH would be undefined, because Z STH is limited to systems in which the production of H 2 occurs spontaneously with only sunlight as the input power source, and the single PV unit does not provide sufficient voltage to perform water splitting. If the second PV was wired in series with the first and connected to the remainder of the system components, Z STH would then be calculated to be (28 mA Â 1.23 V)/(100 mW cm À2 Â 2 cm) = 17.2%, provided that the electrolyzer was 75% efficient at the operating current density.
If instead the electrolyzer were 60% efficient, which would require operation at a total of 1.23 V/60% = 2.05 V, Z STH would be negligible, since the total open-circuit photovoltage of 2.0 V produced by both of the PV cells connected electrically in series would be insufficient to drive the water-splitting process at a useful rate. Note that in each case, however, if additional electrical power inputs and electrical power outputs were considered, the general expression of eqn (3) for the system efficiency and eqn (4) for the solar energy conversion efficiency would be applicable in each instance, and hence would provide for a consistent basis for comparison of the performance of these different systems. Specifically, the system can be analyzed with the graphical circuit method by dividing the system into a tandem configuration consisting of a single PV oxygen-evolving photoanode and a PV hydrogen-evolving photocathode. Separate voltammetric measurements in a three-electrode configuration can be used for each of these two components, as shown in Fig. 7A . Fig. 7B shows the J-E characteristics of each electrode in this schematic example. The potential of each electrode is defined relative to the fuel-forming reaction it performs, so the operating current for a water-splitting system built from these electrodes can be evaluated from the graphical circuit analysis. Neither electrode is capable of performing the full water-splitting reaction with only a dark counter electrode, but together both electrodes are able to drive water splitting when configured in tandem. The graphical circuit analysis shown in Fig. 7C demonstrates that an operating current can be found and the STH efficiency can be calculated from that quantity.
The tandem system provides a relatively large overvoltage for water splitting, which reduces the STH efficiency of the system compared to the solar-to-electricity efficiency that would be measured if the two PV units were connected in series across an optimized electrical load. Fig. 7C shows that the voltammograms are relatively flat in the region of the operating point, due to attaining their light-limited operating current. An electrical load can be added to the series circuit, which draws excess power without significantly affecting the operating current driving water splitting. Fig. 7 (A) The circuit diagram for a tandem photovoltaic system powering the dark electrolysis of water. (B) Schematic voltammograms for the photoanode (black) and photocathode (red) electrodes. These voltammograms are representative of GaAs photovoltaic cells coupled in series to a hydrogen-evolving electrocatalyst (cathode) or to an oxygen-evolving electrocatalyst (anode). (C) The graphical circuit analysis of the voltammograms in (B). As each voltammogram is relatively flat near the operating current I op , the addition of a resistive load to the series circuit (I op (V app = ÀIR), dotted red line) results in a very similar operating current and STH efficiency as the system at short circuit with no load (I op (0), dashed red line), with additional electrical power being generated.
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In the graphical circuit analysis, the effect of the load drawing excess power is represented by shifting the transformed voltammogram of the photocathode to more negative potentials, effectively acting as a negative applied bias that can be utilized as electrical power. But more practically, this behavior demonstrates the necessity of load matching in solar fuels applications. A system designed from PV elements as described here would have a much higher efficiency if the architecture of the system matched the power supplied by the photocurrent-generating electrodes. A network of identical photoelectrodes, current-voltage transformers, and electrolysis units can be assembled to minimize these overvoltages, maximizing a measurement of Z STH without any alteration to the PEC characteristics of the photoelectrodes. 39 It is difficult to determine the optimal system architecture from a direct STH measurement, because the PEC performance of the electrode is convoluted with the design of the experimental system. The system architecture effects are eliminated in the calculation of Z opt from three-electrode cyclic voltammetry measurements, thereby allowing for the absolute ceiling of efficiency to be calculated for that specific photoelectrode or combination of electrodes. The value of Z opt calculated in this way is a significant metric by which to judge the technological potential of any photoelectrode for performing solar-driven, fuelforming reactions.
C. Systems-level considerations for comparison between efficiencies of different types of photoelectrosynthetic cells
The systems described herein are generally part of larger processes, which may include energy needed to provide suitably pure input water streams, conditioning and pressurization of the output gas stream, and other processes involved with the storage, transportation and utilization of the fuel. 40, 41 The overall process efficiency will be affected by many variables; for instance a 12% efficient solar-driven water-splitting system that produces H 2 (g) at 1 atm pressure and thus requires a relatively inefficient three-stage compressor to produce pressurized H 2 (g) at the factory gate may be less preferred than a 10% efficient solar-driven water-splitting system that utilizes electrochemical compression and thus allows the use of a much more efficient two-stage compressor as part of the process. The key attributes of the system of interest must thus be clearly specified so that their utility in larger processes can be evaluated on a consistent basis.
A second level of complexity is introduced in assessing the efficiency of a system that produces separated fuels from a system that co-evolves the gases in a mixture in the effluent stream. To be useful in a fuel cell, for example, or in a controllable combustion-based device, the gases must be separated and thus entropy is involved as well as energy inputs. Additionally, in the specific case of solar-driven water splitting (and likely in general for any fuel production), the H 2 concentration in the O 2 (and vice versa) must never exceed the lower explosive limits at any point in the system to be qualified as intrinsically safe and therefore to be practical, deployable, or even demonstrable at useful scale. The energy required to separate the products must therefore be included in any overall system efficiency measurement to provide a valid comparison between the system-level efficiency of a system that produces separate, pure gas streams relative to a system that co-evolves the gases. Additionally, due to impediments to practical implementation, systems that are not intrinsically safe should be so designated, and cannot directly be compared in efficiency to systems that are intrinsically safe.
A related, third level of complexity is that in the case of solardriven water splitting, a pressure differential along a pipeline infrastructure is required to beneficially collect the H 2 for use, and a further pressurization is required to supply, utilize, and distribute the H 2 for conversion or other end-use. The efficiency of a mechanical compressor is a strong function of the ratio of the input and output pressures of the compressed gas, whereas electrochemical compression is inherently more efficient than mechanical compression. Hence, energy-conversion efficiencies at the systems level need to specify the output pressure of the (acceptably pure) H 2 gas stream and systems will need to remain functional under pressure differentials that vary in both space and time.
VII. Conclusions
The key system-level figure of merit for power-conversion systems is the system efficiency, Z, obtained from the ratio of the total output power in all forms to the total input power in all forms. Use of the system efficiency provides a consistent approach for comparing the performance of various methods for producing fuels and/or electrical power. The system efficiency reduces to the solar-to-hydrogen efficiency (Z STH ) for the special case of a system in which sunlight is the only input power and for which the only useful output power is the hydrogen obtained from solar-driven water splitting; thus, Z STH is defined for characterizing this specific type of system.
While efficiencies are the most important measure of the performance of a full system, other single-electrode and system metrics provide important characterizations of electrode performance. For example, a measured efficiency value does not provide insight into the detailed behavior of individual components within the system, and therefore pathways to improvement can be obscured. This issue is particularly relevant to photoelectrochemical systems for fuel or electricity production, where dual electrodes must be independently optimized to operate in tandem within the electrochemical device. Threeelectrode electrochemical measurements should be used to probe the J-E behavior of a specific working electrode. To compare performance among individual electrodes, a variety of figures of merit have been discussed, each of which has a useful role, provided that they are clearly specified and quoted in the appropriate context.
The ideal regenerative cell efficiency (Z IRC ) is defined as the efficiency of a photoelectrode component, after correcting for the mass-transport and uncompensated resistance overpotentials that arise because of the geometry of the electrochemical cell, used in conjunction with an ideally nonpolarizable counter electrode that is performing the reverse half-reaction of that performed at the photoelectrode. This figure of merit can be readily reproduced between laboratories, does not require constraints regarding cell design, and is not a function of the properties of the counter electrode used in the measurement. As the name suggests, Z IRC is designed to yield a standardized measure of the combined photo-and catalytic performance of a photoelectrode, and is thus suitable for comparing performance between electrodes for fuel-and electricity-forming systems.
The ratiometric power-saved (f saved ) figure of merit can also be used to decouple the fundamental properties of electrodes from systems-engineering considerations. This figure of merit provides a comparison of the behavior of a photoelectrode under illumination with the behavior of an appropriately chosen dark electrode. f saved yields different information depending on the dark electrode chosen for comparison, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . If a state-of-the-art catalytic electrode for the reaction of interest is used for comparison (Table 1) , f saved,SOA is a measure of the combined photo-and catalytic performance of a photoelectrode. Alternatively, if a non-photoactive and oppositely and degenerately doped version of a photoelectrode is used for comparison, f saved,NPA,C is a measure of the fundamental photovoltaic performance of the photoelectrode, because other losses in the cell (uncompensated solution resistance, mass transfer overpotential, catalytic overpotential, etc.) make identical contributions to each measurement and therefore cancel in the comparison. A judicious choice of the dark electrode must be made and specified for this calculation, as improper choices can result in arbitrarily high values of f saved .
A third component metric, the applied bias photon-to-current figure of merit (F ABPC ), is useful for isolating the contribution of the photovoltage of an electrode to the energy stored in the chemical products produced by the system. For systems that produce fuel from sunlight and that do not require an applied bias, F ABPC reduces to the solar-to-fuel efficiency (such as Z STH ).
Graphical circuit-analysis methods, where three-electrode voltammograms from two different (photo)electrodes are combined on one plot, and where the crossing point of the curves is the optimal operating current of the system (which is dependent on the applied bias), are required to predict system efficiencies from individual three-electrode I-E measurements. This information can be used to calculate an optimal system efficiency, Z opt , which represents the maximum possible efficiency attainable when these two electrodes are combined into a system. A method like this is useful because it is often difficult to build and test a full system, but a graphical circuit analysis allows for optimal efficiencies to be estimated based on separate three-electrode measurements of individual photoelectrodes. This method also offers the benefit of highlighting how changes within a single component electrode would affect the estimated efficiency of a full STH system, thus indicating effective utilization strategies for optimizing these components towards improving full system performance.
The various metrics described and discussed herein yield different information and all have some utility, in the proper context, for characterizing electrodes or systems for photoelectrochemical energy conversion (Table 3 ). It is imperative that researchers choose appropriate metrics to describe the performance of electrodes and materials for such systems, and that the measurements and methods used to calculate efficiencies and figures of merit are properly described and denoted in full. Such an approach is critical to facilitate accurate comparisons between laboratories, and to thereby accelerate progress in the field.
Glossary
A Geometric surface area E(A/A À )
Half-cell Nernst potential for the electrochemical reaction at the electrode referenced to the reference electrode E dark (I) Potential needed to drive a reaction at current I in the dark during three-electrode measurements E dark,SOA (I) Potential needed to drive a reaction at current I on a state-of-the-art dark electrode during three-electrode measurements E ext (I) Potential at the working electrode when passing current I referenced to the reference electrode E f,o Potential difference corresponding to the Gibbs free energy difference between the two half-reactions of the fuels being produced E light (I) Potential needed to drive a reaction at current I in the light during three-electrode measurements E oc Open-circuit potential ff Photovoltaic fill factor I Current I mp Current at maximum power point I(E(A/A À )) Current at the Nernstian potential for a halfreaction (corrected for solution composition) I 0 Reverse-saturation current of an electrode I op System operating current (note that I op can be a function of V app , I op (V app )) I ph Photogenerated current I sc Photovoltaic short-circuit current J Current density J(E(A/A À )) Current density at the Nernstian potential for a half-reaction (corrected for solution composition) J sc Short-circuit current density J fp Current density at the formal potential of the half-reaction of interest J op System operating current density (note that J op can be a function of V app , J op (V app )) k
Boltzmann's constant n Diode ideality factor P i Total input power P e,i Input electrical power P e,o Output power in the form of electricity P f,o Output power contained in the chemical fuel Electrical bias applied to a circuit V cat (I)
Catalyst kinetic overpotential at current I V cat,dark (I)
Catalyst kinetic overpotential at a dark electrode at current I V cat,light (I)
Catalyst kinetic overpotential at a photoelectrode V counter (I) Overpotential at the counter electrode at current I V dark (I)
External bias values needed to drive a reaction in the dark in a two-electrode system at current I V e,i External electrical voltage input V ext Voltage supplied by an external source V e,o Output voltage of the electrical power portion of the total system output V light (I)
External bias values needed to drive a reaction at current I in the light in a two-electrode system V mp Voltage at maximum power point V mt (I) Mass-transport overpotential at current I V mt,dark Mass-transport overpotential at a dark electrode at current I V mt,light Mass-transport overpotential at a photoelectrode at current I V oc Photovoltaic open-circuit voltage V PV (I) Voltage across a photoelectrode at current I V saved (I) Difference between the external biases needed to drive a reaction at current I in the light and the dark on a photoactive working electrode and a related dark working electrode in a threeelectrode measurement V sol (I) Total voltage drop across the solution resistance at current I Z a Impedance of the anode, related to the kinetic and mass transport overpotentials Z c Impedance of the cathode, related to the kinetic and mass transport overpotentials DG Gibbs free energy per electron of a heterogeneous reaction e elec Faradaic efficiency Z Efficiency Z electrolyzer Electrolyzer (electricity-to-fuels) system efficiency Z FP,opt
Full photosynthetic system efficiency calculated from graphical circuit analysis of halfcell performances Maximum solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency calculated from load-line analysis of half-cell performances F ABPC Applied bias photon-conversion component metric f saved Three-electrode ratiometric power-saved performance metric f saved,ideal Three-electrode ratiometric power-saved performance metric for a photoelectrode compared to an ideally nonpolarizable working electrode f saved,SOA Three-electrode ratiometric power-saved performance metric for a photoelectrode compared to the state-of-the-art (SOA) dark working electrode for the half-reaction of interest f saved,NPA,C Three-electrode ratiometric power-saved performance metric for a photoelectrode compared to an identically engineered (catalyst, substrate), but non-photoactive, working electrode (NPA,C = non-photoactive, identical catalyst) f saved,PA Three-electrode ratiometric power-saved performance metric for a photoelectrode compared to an identically engineered, but non-photoactive, working electrode without a catalyst f saved,poor Three-electrode ratiometric power-saved performance metric for a photoelectrode compared to a non-state-of-the-art, high-overpotential working electrode
